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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the structure of those space groups (or 
crystallographic groups) in n-dimensional Euclidean space for which the 
point groups are essential and generated by reflections. Recall [ 1 ] that a 
subgroup G in GL( V) is said to be essential if VG = (0). Those point 
groups are Weyl groups of root systems in the vector space [l]. The 
fundamental results are presented in Section 2. In a first step, we restrict 
our study to irreducible root systems. The principal result is stated in 
Theorem 2.6: in most cases the group H’(G, V/P(R)) is zero if the root 
system R is an irreducible one and the point group G is the Weyl group of 
R. Then, an easy consequence is given in Theorem 2.11: the same result 
holds even if the root system is a reducible one: we just have to forbid 
some types for its components. If /i is an invariant lattice such that 
Q(R) c /1 c P(R) the short exact sequence 
0 -+ P( R)/A + V/A + V/P(R) -+ 0 
gives rise to a long exact sequence in cohomology. This sequence in 
cohomology allows us to calculate the group H’(G, V/A) if R is such that 
H’( G, V/P(R)) = 0. This result is stated in Corollary 2.13. Thus we find 
again the results on this subject given by G. Maxwell [4] and N. Broderick 
and G. Maxwell [2]. Finally, we give in Section 3 a complete and explicit 
classification in the irreducible case. As the classification of crystallographic 
groups in dimension 1 and 2 is well known (see [S] for example) we shall 
always assume that the dimension is at least 3. In particular, in the 
irreducible case the types Ai, B,, and G2 will not be taken into account. 
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1. GENERALITIES AND NOTATIONS 
Let V be a finite dimensional Euclidean real vector space. If x and y are 
two vectors in V, denote by (xl y) their scalar product. Let us provide V 
with its natural structure of affine space by choosing the null vector as 
origin. A crystallographic group is a subgroup of the group of afline 
isometries of V such that its group of translations is a lattice in the vector 
space of translations of I’. The problem is to classify such groups up to 
conjugation in the affine group of I’. 
Let A(V) be the afline group of I’ and Z( P’) the group of its afIine 
isometries. An element in A(V) is so defined by XH U(X) + t where u is in 
GL( V) and t is a vector in I’. To simplify notations, we write (t, U) for such 
a map. We so obtain the product according to the rule 
(t, u)( t’, 2.4’) = (t + u(t’), 2.424’). (1.1) 
Let us identify the vector space of translations of V with V itself. If 9 is a 
crystallographic subgroup of Z(V), denote by n = 3 n V the lattice of trans- 
lations of 2? and by G its point group, i.e., its projection on 0( I’), the 
orthogonal group of V. The group Y n P’ is normal in 3, so the group 
G stabilizes the lattice /i. Since the lattice n is invariant under G, the group 
G is a discrete subgroup of the compact group 0( I’) and so is a finite 
subgroup of O(V). Let 9’ be another crystallographic subgroup of Z(V), 
with /i’ as lattice and G’ as point group. If 9 and 9’ are conjugate by the 
element (x, U) of A(V), more precisely if we have 9’ = (x, u)Y(x, u))‘, this 
yields equalities G’ = uGu- ’ and ii’ = u(A). 
Let G be a subgroup of 0( V) which stabilizes a lattice of V and let L(G) 
be the set of lattices of V invariant under G. The normalizer NGLCVJ(G) of 
G in GL( V) acts naturally on L(G). To find conjugacy classes of crystallo- 
graphic subgroups of Z(V), we must proceed in the following way: 
-first of all, find the conjugacy classes of point groups in the linear 
grow; 
- then, if G is a representative of each class, determine a system &? of 
representatives of orbits in L(G) under the action of NGLCV)(G); 
-finally, if ,4 lies in 3, determine the conjugacy classes of crystallo- 
graphic subgroups of Z( I’), extension of G by /i. 
Now we are going to give connections with the cohomology of G. It has 
already been emphasized by G. Maxwell [4]. 
Let G be a subgroup of 0( I’) stabilizing a lattice n in I’. Let CY be a crys- 
tallographic subgroup of Z( I’), extension of G by /1. Let {(s(g), g), g E G} 
be a system of representatives of G in 9. Of course the mapping s: G ---f V 
is not unique. But if {(s’(g), g), g E G} is another set of representatives of 
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G in 3, then for each element g in G, the vector s’(g) - s(g) lies in A. We 
can so define the mapping S: G + V/A by 
S(g) = s(g) mod A (1.2) 
independently of the choice of s. Denote by I the set of crystallographic 
subgroups of Z(V), extension of G by A. Let 8 be the mapping from d into 
the set of functions on G with values in V/A defined by Q(S) = S, S as in 
formula (1.2). 
LEMMA 1.3. The mapping 0 is injective and its image is exactly 
Z’(G, V/A), the set of cocycles of G with coefficients in V/A. 
Proof: If e(g) = S then we have Y = {(s(g) + A, g), g E G, 2 E A}. This 
remark establishes the injectivity of 8. 
Let 9 be an element in 67 and S= 0(Y). The product (s(g), g)(s(h), h) lies 
in Q for all g and h in G. Using (1.1) we obtain that s(gh)-s(g)-g.s(h) 
lies in A. This yields S(gh) = S(g) + g .S(h). The mapping S is therefore a 
cocycle of Z’(G, V/A). On the other hand, let us consider a cocycle of 
Z’(G, V/A) that we lift to a mapping s: G --, V. Then {(s(g) + I, g), g E G, 
2 E A} is a crystallographic subgroup 3 of Z(V) with G as point group, A 
as lattice, and such that 0(g) = F. 1 
By composition of surjections, we can define a surjective mapping 
E + H’(G, V/A). 
LEMMA 1.4. Let Y and 3’ be two crystallographic subgroups of Z(V), 
extension of G by A. Then 9 and 3’ define the same cohomology class in 
H’(G, V/A) if and only if these two groups are conjugated by a translation 
of v. 
Proof Let a be a vector in V. If (t, g) lies in A(V) we obtain 
(a, l)(t, g)(a, 11-l =(t+a-g.4 81, 
where we denote the identity map of V by 1. Consequently, we have 
Y’ = (a, 1) Y(a, 1) ~ ’ if and only if the cocycles of Z’( G, V/A) corresponding 
respectively to Y and 9’ by 8 differ by the coboundary defined by 
gt-+(amodA)-g.(amodA). 1 
Remark 1.5. Let Y be a crystallographic subgroup of Z( V), extension of 
G by A, and S= e(g). A representative of the cohomology class of 3 in 
H’(G, A) is the cocycle defined by (g, h) I-+ s(g) + g. s(h) - s( gh). Besides 
this, the exact sequene 
O+A-,V+V/A+O 
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gives rise to the long exact sequence in cohomology 
H’(G, V) -+ H’(G, V/A) -+ H2(G, A) -+ H’(G, V). 
But the group G is finite and k’ is a real vector space, so we have 
H’(G, V) = 0 and H2(G, V) = 0. Therefore, H’(G, V/A) and H2(G, A) are 
isomorphic groups. Thus, each group extension of G by A being classified 
by an element of H2(G, A) can be realized as a crystallographic group. 
Remark 1.6. We never used the fact that the group G is a subgroup of 
the orthogonal group O(V). For instance in Remark 1.5 we used only the 
fact that the group G is finite. But all orthogonal groups are conjugate and 
every finite subgroup of GL( V) embeds into an orthogonal group. So it 
does not change the problem of classification of crystallographic groups if 
we consider all of them embedded in the same orthogonal group. This 
restriction is justified by the applications of classification to Physics and 
Chemistry. 
Let us now see which group must act on H’(G, V/A) to describe the con- 
jugacy classes of crystallographic subgroups of I(V) with G as point group 
and A as lattice. Denote by N(G, A) the subgroup of GL( V) defined by 
NG, A) = N,sL(v)(G) n GL(A 1. (1.7) 
We define an action of the group N(G, A) on Z’( G, V/A ) by 
s”(g)=u-’ .,qugu-‘), (1.8) 
for all S in Z’(G, V/A), all u in N( G, A), and all g in G. It is clear that S” 
is a coboundary together with S. So we can define an action of the group 
N(G, A) on H’(G, V/A). The group G stabilizes the lattice A so we have 
GcN(G,A). 
LEMMA 1.9. The group G acts trivially on H’(G, V/A). 
Proof Let S be a cocycle of Z’(G, V/A ) and u and g two elements of 
G. We have the equality 
qugu-‘)=s(u)+u.s(g)+ug.s(u-‘) 
which amounts to the equality 
F(ugu-‘)=u.S(g)+S(u)-ugu-‘.S(u). 
So we obtain from (1.8) the equality 
s”(g)=s(g)+u-‘.s(u)-ggu-‘~s(u). 
The result follows. 1 
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Finally, the number of conjugacy classes of crystallographic groups with 
G as point group and A as lattice is equal to the number of orbits of the 
group N(G, A)/G in H’(G, V/A). In addition, each class is described using 
mapping 8. 
Now we are able to give some generalities on those special crystallo- 
graphic groups the point group of which is essential and generated by 
reflections. 
We shall use N. Bourbaki’s notations [ 11. The fundamental theorem of 
classification of point groups can be found in N. Bourbaki [ 11. It allows 
one to classify invariant lattices. Because we want to give a complete 
exposition, here is the statement: 
THEOREM 1.10. Let G be a finite subgroup of O(V), essential and 
generated by reflections. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a lattice A in V invariant under G. 
(ii) There exists a reduced root system R in V such that G = W(R), 
W(R) as the Weyl group of the root system R. 
Remark 1.11. Every root system considered here will be a reduced one. 
So we ever write “root system” instead of “reduced root system.” 
Remark 1.12. We would like to point out that it is convenient for us to 
also regard root systems of type A,, B,, and A, as being, respectively, of 
type C,, C,, and D,. Dimension 1 and 2 are excluded in this paper but we 
will need to consider types C, and C2 as wrong cases for the components 
of reducible root systems. 
For the proof of (i) * (ii) in Theorem 1.10, the root system to be con- 
structed is such that [ 1, p. 1801 the inclusions Q(R) c A c P(R) and the 
equality P(R) = { XE V; s(x) - x ELI for all s in G} hold. In general, for 
every lattice ,4 in V invariant under G, denote by A* the following latice: 
A*=jx~V;s(x)-x~EforallsinG}. (1.13) 
Remark 1.14. We have /1* = P(R) for all lattices A in V such that 
Q(R) c A c P(R) if and only if the root system R has no irreducible com- 
ponent of type C,, m b 1. 
LEMMA 1.15. If R and R’ are two root systems in V of the same type, 
then the two groups W(R) and W(R’) are conjugate in GL( V). 
Using the classification of irreducible root systems [1 ] and the previous 
elementary lemma, we can now state: 
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PROPOSITION 1.16. For each dimension 1 of the vector space V, here is a 
parametrization of conjugacy classes in GL( V) of Weyl groups of irreducible 
root systems: 
-If 1 is equal to 3, there are two conjugacy classes, the respective 
representatives of which are the Weyl groups of root systems of type A, 
and B, . 
- If I is equal to 4, there are four cojugacy classes, the respective repre- 
sentatives of which are Weyl groups of root systems of type A,, B,, D,, 
and FA. 
- If 1 is equal to 6, 7, or 8, there are four conjugacy classes, the respec- 
tive representatives of which are Weyl groups of root systems of type A,, B,, 
D,, andE,. 
- If 1 is equal to 5 or at least 9, there are three conjugacy classes, the 
respective representatives of which are Weyl groups of root systems of type 
A,, B,, and D,. 
The description of the normalizer of a Weyl group in GL( V) is a direct 
consequence of properties of groups spanned by reflections [ 11. We refer 
the reader to G. Maxwell [4] for general results on this normalizer. We 
give with more detail the result in the irreducible case, when the dimension 
is at least 3. 
PROPOSITION 1.17. Let R be an irreducible root system in V and B a 
basis of R. 
Denote by H the group of homotheties of V and by Ht the subgroup of 
H, the homotheties of which have positive ratio. Then the normalizer of W(R) 
in GL( V) is: 
- The direct product H + . W(R) ifR is of type B, (123) E,, or E,. 
- The semi-direct product of the group of graph automorphisms of R by 
thedirectproduct H. W(R) tfR isoftype A, (183), D,(lodd, 1>5), orE,. 
- The semi-direct product of the group of graph automorphisms of R by 
the direct product Hf . W(R) if R is of type D, (1 even, 12 4). 
- The semi-direct product of the group { 1, u} by the direct product 
H + . W(R), tf R is of the exceptional type F4. The mapping ujr, : B + V is of 
the form v 0 cp, where v and cp are defined as follows. The mapping cp: B + B 
is a non-oriented graph automorphism and v: B -+ V fixes each long root and 
sends each short root to twice itself: 
We focus now on the classification of invariant lattices. We just recall 
results due to G. Maxwell [4]. As he has done we present he results in the 
irreducible case in a table (Table I). Notice that we have corrected a little 
mistake in the case Dr, 1 even and 13 6. 
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TABLE I 
Type or R Inequivalent Lattices 
A,,1>3 
B,,l>3 
c,,1>3 
D,,1=4orI 
oddand 
D,, I even 
and126 
EC> E, 
E,> Fa 
Q(R) + Z&J,, k a divisor of I + 1 
Q(R) 
P(R) 
Q(R) 
Q(R) 
Q(R) + Zm, 
f’(R) 
Q(R) 
Q(R) + Zw, 
Q(R) + Zw, 
P(R) 
Q(R) 
P(R) 
Q(R) 
To read the above table, recall [l] that w, is the fundamental 
weight associated with CC,. 
TABLE II 
Type of R Inequivalent Lattices 
A,, 124 
B,,1>3or 
D,,1=4orl 
oddand 
D,, I even 
and126 
E6 
.& 
Et? 
F4 
0!:1 Z(E,--E,+1 )oZ(kE,-(kl(l+l))~~~tE,) 
k a divisor of I + 1 
o:=, ZE, 
0;:: ZE,OZfx;=l E, 
{x:=, x,E,, x,~Zandx:=, x,even} 
or=, ZE, 
{xi=, x,E,, x, E Z and xi=, x, even} 
{x!=, x,E,, X,E Z and xf= 1 x, even} + Z$ Cf=, E, 
CD:=, Z(E, + E,)OZf(EI +%-~~=2 &,I 
@:‘=, Z(E, +E,)@Z&, +Es -x::=, Er)@Z[E, +%+ ~(E6+E~-%dl 
OP=lZ(E1+E,)OZt(E,+Es--~=*E,) 
Oj=,Z(E,+E,)OZf(E,+Eg-~~=*E,)OZf~~=,E, 
{x”=, x,E,, x, E Z and x!= 1 x, even} + Zi cf= 1 E, 
0 y=, ZE, 0 Zf(F, + 62 + 83 + E.4) 
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PROPOSITION 1.18. Let G be the Weyl group of the root system R in V. 
The lattice A is invariant under G tf and only if there exists another root 
system R’ possibly equal to R such that G = W(R’), Q(R’) c A c P(R’), and 
A* = P(R’). 
Here is how the system R’ is constructed from R and the lattice /1 
invariant under G [4]. For each root cx in R, there exists a positive real m, 
such that n n Ra = Zm,a. Then the set of maa, (x E R, is a root system; this 
is R’. 
We shall need an explicit description of these inequivalent lattices in 
Section 3. At this point we go further than G. Maxwell, giving another 
table (Table II) with explicit results about classification of lattices. Calcula- 
tions have been done using the standard root systems given by N. Bourbaki 
[l]. So we refer to N. Bourbaki [ 1, planche I to planche VIII] to read 
Table II. As the standard root systems of type B, and C, have the same 
Weyl group, we can only consider type B, and say that there are three 
inequivalent lattices invariant under the Weyl group. 
2. FUNDAMENTAL RESULTS 
Let R be a root system in V, G the Weyl group of R, and (c(, . . . . c(,) the 
standard basis of R [ 11. Our notations follow those of N. Bourbaki [ 11. 
In particular, we denote by si the reflection corresponding to the root cli 
and by S the set {si, . . . . s,}. Let n be a latice in V such that 
Q(R) c /i c P(R) and A* = P(R). This holds for all assertions in Sections 2 
and 3. 
The following results, Proposition 2.1 and Corollaries 2.2 and 2.3, were 
proved by G. Maxwell [4]. We have given [3] another proof which is 
more geometrical. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (i) Let 59 be a crystallographic subgroup of Z( V), 
extension of G by A. For all i in { 1, . . . . I}, let ti be a vector in V such that 
(ti, si) lies in 9. Then one can assume that s,(t,) = t, for all i, possibly after 
conjugating 3 by a translation. 
(ii) Let tl, . . . . t, be I vectors in V such that si(ti) = ti for all i. Let G be 
the subgroup of I( V) generated by A and the elements (t,, si). Denote by pi, j 
the number cl; (t;). Then the short sequence 
is exact if and only tf the following relations hold: 
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2tiE A for all i, 
Pi,ja,+Pj,IaiEA for all i andj such that sisi is of order 2, 
ti+ tj-p,,jai-pj,iCCjE A for all i and j such that sis, is of order 3. 
Proof. (i) For all i in { 1, . . . . I}, let gi be an element in $ lifting s, and 
Hi the following affine hyperplane. The vector cli is orthogonal to the direc- 
tion of Hi and si is a composition of the orthogonal symmetry with respect 
to Hi and a translation with a vector in the direction of Hi. Because 
the vectors aI, . . . . aI form a basis in V, there exists a vector a in V such 
that nfzlHj=(a}. If we set (-a,l)gi(a,l)=(t,,si) we easily have 
Si(ti) = ti. 
(ii) Let us consider the mapping f: S-+%/A defined by f(si)= 
(ti, si) mod A, for all i in { 1, . . . . 1). The system (G, S) is of Coxeter type so 
[l] the group %/A is isomorphic to G if and only if one has [f(s,)f(.sj)]“i~’ 
= 1 for all i and j in (1, . . . . I}. Recall [l] that mi,j is the order of sisj. 
For all i in { 1, . . . . l}, s, is of order 2 and since si(ti) = ti we have 
[f(si)]’ = 1 if and only if 2tj lies in A. 
Let i and j be distinct elements in { 1, . . . . 1). Let P be the plane spanned 
by ai and aj and X its orthogonal complement in V. Let us write decom- 
positions ti=pi+ x, and t, =pj+ xj with respect to the direct sum 
V= PO X. It is clear that the subspace X is invariant under si and sj. Then 
(xi, 1) and (x,, 1) commute to (p,, si) and (p,, s,). So we have 
[(tl, Si)(tj, S,)]““‘= [(pj, si)(Pj, sj)l""' (xi+xj, l)““’ 
= [(Pi, Sf)(Pj, sj)l”“’ (m,,,(xi+xj)5 l). 
Since we have (s~s~)“~J = 1, [(pi, s,)(p,, sj)] mz,~ is a translation. Besides this, 
it appears that the restriction of [(p,, si)(pj, s~)]~~,J to P is the identity map 
of P, by using complex numbers for example. It follows [(pi, si)(pj, s,)]“‘k~ 
= (0, 1). Consequently, the equality [f (s,) f (sj)]“ki = 1 holds if and only if 
m, j(xi + x,) lies in A; that is, if and only if misj(ti + tj) and m, j(pi +p,) are 
congruent modulo A. The vector pi is the orghogonal projection of t, on P. 
So we have 
[4-a: (cl,)ar (a,)]P,=2Pi,jaj-P,,jaV (aj)ai. 
We have a similar relation interchanging i and j. Then our proposition 
follows from a simple calculation for each value of mi,i. 1 
COROLLARY 2.2. The group H’(G, V/A) is an elementary abelian 
2-group. 
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Proof: Let 5 be an element in H’(G, V/A). According to assertion (i) 
of Proposition 2.1, there exists a cocycle c in Z’( G, V/A) lifting 5 and 
such that si .c(si) = c(si) for all i in { 1, . . . . I}. Besides this, we have 
si. c(s;) + c(s;) = 0 since every si is of order 2. Consequently 2c(si) = 0 for 
all i. But the group G is generated by S, so we have 2c = 0 and so 24 = 0. 
This completes the proof. 1 
Let us now give a handy translation of the result of Proposition 2.1, 
assertion (ii). 
COROLLARY 2.3. A mapping c: S+ V/A extends to a cocycle of G if and 
only if the following relations hold: 
C(Si) + St. c(s,) = 0 for all i, 
C(Si) + sj. C(Sj) = C(Sj) + sj. c(s;) jbr all i andj such that 
s,si is of order 2, 
c(s,) + sj c(s,) + s,sj . c(sJ for all i and j such that 
= C(Sj) + s, . C(Si) + spYi. C(Sj) sis, is of order 3. 
Let us now prove that the group H’(G, V/P(R)) is zero for certain types 
of R that we are going to specify. 
As calculations are easier modulo 2 we first state the following general 
lemma: 
LEMMA 2.4. The sequence 
P(R)//1 2 P(R)//1 + H’(G, A/2/1) + H’(G, V/A) + 0 
is exact. 
Proof: Let us consider the short exact sequence 
o-+/1/2/1+ V//i3 v//4+0, 
where the map /1/2/1 + V/A is defined by x mod 2A H ix mod A. This 
exact sequence gives rise to the following exact sequence: 
(V/A)“* (V/A)G + H’(G, A/2/1) -+ H’(G, V/A) 3 H’(G, V/A). 
According to Corollary 2.2, the multiplication by 2 in the group 
H’(G, V/A) is zero. To complete the proof, we notice that (V/A)” = A*/A, 
i.e., ( V/LI)~ = P(R)/A. 1 
COROLLARY 2.5. The twogroups H’(G, V/P(R)) and H’(G, P(R)/2P(R)) 
are isomorphic if the root system R has no component of type C,, m 3 1. 
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Proof According to Remark 1.14, we have P(R)* = P(R) for such a 
root system. So we can apply Lemma 2.4 to n = P(R). 1 
Here is the central result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.6. We have H’(G, V/P(R)) = 0 if R is an irreducible root 
system of type A, (1>4), B, (135), D, (1351, E,, E,, E,,orF,. 
We first emphasize some lemmas which allow us to carry out a 
systematic proof for all types under consideration. 
LEMMA 2.7. An application c: S -+ P(R)/2P(R) extends to a coboundary 
of G if and only if there exist 1 integers modulo 2 a,, . . . . a, such that the 
following equalities hold 
c(s;) = a, q foralliin {l,...,/). 
Remark 2.8. We use the classical notation X for an element in a factor 
group when there is no doubt about that factor group. 
Proof of Lemma 2.7. It is clear that any coboundary in 
B’(G, P(R)/2P(R)) has the indicated form. To conclude, we notice that for 
each XEP(R), X-s~(x)=cc;(x)cc, for all iE (1, . ...1} and the map 
XH (a; (x), . ..) CC,” (x)) is an isomorphism of P(R) onto Z’. 1 
We deduce the following important corollary. It proves how the nullity 
of a cocycle at a vertex of the graph spreads along the simple edges, up to 
a coboundary. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let c be a cocycle in Z’(G, P(R)/2P(R)) such that 
c(si) = 0. Then, up to modtfying c by a coboundary we can assume that 
c(sj) = 0 for any root cli connected to tli by a sequence of simple edges. 
Proof: Let ak be a root connected to c(; by a simple edge. We have 
SjSkSi = SkSiSk. Let us develop the relation c(sisisi) = c(sksisk). As c(si) = 0, 
it follows c(sk) = si. c(sJ -sk. [s, . c(sk)]. This yields that c(sJ lies in 
F2q. Taking into account the form of a coboundary given by Lemma 2.7, 
we conclude by induction on the number of edges between a, and uj. 1 
We establish now a technical lemma. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let c be a cocycle of G in P(R)/2P(R). Let u and fl be two 
roots in R such that a + p is not in 2P(R) and s, and sB commute. Then the 
equality c(sB) = s, . c(sB) holds. 
Proof Since s, and sg commute, it follows c(s,s~) = c(sPs,). This yields 
c(s,) + s, . c(sB) = c(sp) + sg. c(s,). It can be written as c(s,) - sg. c(s,) = 
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c(sp) -s, . c(sa). Since c(s,) - sB ’ c(s,) E F,fl and c(sa) - s, . c(slr) E F,&, the 
above relation requires that c(s,) - sp. c(s,) = c(s,,) -s, . c(sa) = 0 because 
a+P$2P(R), so (i?, p] is free over F,. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.6. Corollary 2.5 shows that it is sufficient to prove 
that the group N’(G, P(R)/2P(R)) is zero. For that, let us consider a 
cocycle c in Z’(G, P(R)/2P(R)) and prove it is a coboundary. 
(i) Using numbering of roots given in Bourbaki tables let us prove 
we can suppose c(s,) = 0 without altering the class of c. Let i, E { 2, . . . . 1} be 
such that c(i and CI, are linked in the graph. More precisely, i,=2 in most 
cases; the exceptions occur when R is of type E,, E,, or E, and then i,, = 3. 
By the way, the vertex a, has the property of being linked just to another 
vertex and by a simple edge. This is possible because we have excluded 
types B, and G2. Let x be an element in P(R) such that c(s,) =X. As ST = 1 
it follows s, .X=X; that is, cry (x)al E 2P(R). Since CI,; (a,)= - 1 it follows 
that c( 1” (x) is even. Now let i be in (2, . . . . 1}, i # i,. Then s, and si commute. 
Since c(, + cli is not in 2P(R), we can apply Lemma 2.10. So the equality 
si .X = X holds; that is cl” (X)CL~E 2P(R). Since there exists j such that 
a,” (ui) = - 1, it follows that a,“(x) is even. Then x and cri;(x)aj, are 
congruent modulo 2P(R). Besides this, we have a,” (a,, - c(,) = -2, 
air (~D~~-cI~) = 2, and c(,” (a,,-~,) =O; thus mj, and x1 are congruent 
modulo 2P(R) and so are c(si) and CI, . We conclude using the form of a 
coboundary given by Lemma 2.7. 
(ii) Thus, the proof of Theorem 2.6 is complete if R is of type A, 
(I > 4), D, (I 3 5), E,, E,, or E,. In these cases, the edges of the graph are 
all simple. Consequently, the result of Corollary 2.9 suffices to complete the 
proof. 
(iii) In the other cases, i.e., when the root system R is of type B, 
(135) or F4, one proves that C(S,)E Fzcl, exactly as one proved that 
c(s~)EF*G in point (i). And this allows us to conclude similarly. 1 
The following theorem is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.6. 
THEOREM 2.11. We have H’(G, V/P(R)) = 0 if R is a root system with 
no component of type C, (m b l), B,, B,, D,, or D,. 
We first emphasize a general result on the first cohomology group of 
some direct product of groups. It is certainly a classical one but we have 
no references. 
LEMMA 2.12. Let G = G, x G2 be a group acting on an abelian group A. 
Let us suppose the group G2 acts trivially on A. Then the group H’(G, A) is 
isomorphic to the product H’(G,, A) x Hom(G,, AG’). 
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Sketch of Proof: We use the following exact sequence: 
0 -+ H’(G/G,, AG1)s H’(G, A) 2 H’(G,, A). 
We first prove that the restriction is onto, in the above exact sequence. 
Then we prove that this exact sequence splits. Besides this, the two groups 
G/G, and Gz are isomorphic and G2 acts trivially on AC1 so H’( G/G,, A “I) 
is isomorphic to Hom(G, , A”). 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.11. Let R = lJ:=, R; be the decomposition of R into 
irreducible components. Let Vi be the vector subspace of V generated by 
Ri. Then Ri is a root system in Vi, and we have P(R) = @s= i P(R,) and 
the two groups V/P(R) and ns=, V,/P(R,) are isomorphic [l]. Denote 
by’ Gi the Weyl group W(R,). We identify G to n;=, Gi [ 11. Then let 
us write G = Gi x GI. The two ZG-modules V/P(R) and nT= I V,/P(R,) 
are isomorphic, and so are the two groups H’(G, V/P(R)) 
and ns= i H’(G, V,P(R,)). According to Lemma 2.12 the group 
H’(G, V,/P(R,)) is isomorphic to the product H’(G,, V,/P(R,)) x 
Hom(Gi, ( Vi/P(Rj))“). The first factor of this product is zero using 
Theorem 2.6 and the classification in dimension 1 and 2 [S]. The 
second one is also zero because R, is not of type C, (m > 1) so 
( WViNG’ = (0 1. I 
COROLLARY 2.13. The two groups H’(G, V/A) and Hom(G/[G, G], 
P(R)/A) are isomorphic if R is a root system with no component of type C, 
(ma 11, &, B4, D,, or D,. 
Remark 2.14. In practice, this corollary allows us to calculate easily 
this group. It is clear that the abelian group G/[G, G] is isomorphic to F$ 
where p is the number of connected components of the graph obtained 
after taking off all non-simple edges from the Dynkin diagram. So we have 
just to enumerate lements of order 2 in P(R)/A. 
Proof of Corollary 2.13. The exact sequence 
O+P(R)/A + V/A + V/P(R)+0 
gives rise to the exact sequence 
(V/P(R))’ -+ H’(G, P(R)/A) --f H’(G, V/A) --) H’(G, V/P(R)) 
in cohomology. Besides this, (V/P(R))’ = (0) since R has no component 
of type C, (m > 1) and H’(G, V/P(R)) = 0 according to Theorem 2.11. It 
follows that the groups H’(G, V//i) and H’(G, V/P(R)) are isomorphic. 
But the group G acts trivialy on P(R)/A, so H’(G, V/P(R)) = 
Hom(G, P(R)/A). The fact that the group P(R)//1 is abelian completes the 
proof. 1 
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3. CLASSIFICATION IN THE IRREDUCIBLE CASE 
Our first aim is to calculate the group H’(G, v/n), that is, to give gener- 
ators if necessary. Corollary 2.13 allows us to do so, except when R is of 
type D,, D,, B,, B,, or C, (m 2 3). Let us state precisely the results for 
these exceptional cases. In the live following propositions, we always use 
the standard description given by N. Bourbaki [l] when we explicitly 
describe a cocycle. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let R be root system of type D,. Then we have 
H ‘(G, V/A) = F,. More precisely a cocycle, the class of which is a basis of 
H’(G, V/P(R)) over F,, is defined by 
c(s,) = $(E~ + e2 + Ed) mod P(R) 
c(s2) = $(E, + &2 + +z3) mod P(R) 
c(s3) = $(E~ - e2 + Ed) mod P(R). 
Zf the lattice A is not equal to P(R) then the group H’(G, V/A) is isomorphic 
to the group Hom(G, P(R)/A). 
Proof: (i) According to Corollary 2.5 H’(G, V/P(R)) and H’(G, P(R)/ 
2P(R)) are two isomorphic groups. According to Lemma 2.7, the group 
B’(G, P(R)/2P(R)) is isomorphic to Fz. Now let R be the standard root 
system [ 1, planche IV]. Let f be a cocycie in Z’( G, P( R)/2P( R)). Since sl, s2, 
and s3 are of order 2, we necessarily have 
f(S1)=E,,~+~,~(&1+&2+&3), 
f (4 = n,E, + k!&* + &2 + h), 
f (S3) = 23 + P3(-& + &I + E3 + &3)), 
Then, relations s2s3 = s3s2, sIs3sI = s3s,s3, and sls2s, = s2s,s2 can be 
expressed as pi = p1 = Pi. According to Corollary 2.3, the group 
Z’(G, P(R)/2P(R)) is isomorphic to Fz. According to Lemma 2.7, a basis of 
H’(G, P(R)/2P(R)) over F, is the class of the cocycle defined by 
and 
This completes the proof for /i = P(R). 
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(ii) Now let n be unequal to P(R). As for proof of Corollary 2.13, the 
short exact sequence 
0 -+ P(R)//1 -+ V/A + V/P(R) 
gives rise to the exact sequence 
0 -+ Hom(G, P(R)/n) -+ H’(G, V//i) + H’(G, V/P(R)). 
Let us suppose the last arrow is not the zero map. According to (i) this means 
that there exists a cocyclefin Z’(G, V//1) such that 
f(sI)= [~(sl+sZ+sj)+x]mod/i 
with x in P(R). Relation S: = 1 yields 
g, + 82 + E3) + 2x-N; (X)c(I E A. 
But2x-cc;(x)cc,EZ&1OZ&2OZ&jandAcZ&,OZ&2OZ&3,sowededuce 
a contradiction and this completes the proof. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let R be a root system of type D,. Then we have 
H’(G, V/P(R))=Fz, H’(G, V/Q(R))= F:, and H’(G, V/n)=F, for A not 
equal to P(R) and Q(R). More precisely two cocycles, the classes of which form 
a basis of H’(G, V/P(R)) over F,, are defined by 
c(sI) = $.z3 mod P(R) 
c(s2) = $E, mod P(R) 
c(s3) = ic2 mod P(R) 
c(s4) = i&2 mod P(R) 
and 
c’(sl) = a(~~ + c2 + Ed + Ed) mod P(R) 
c’(s,) = a(&, + E* + Ed + L,) mod P(R) 
c’(s,) = $(cl + ~~ + .53 + L,) mod P(R) 
c’(s4) = $(E, - e2 -Ed + &) mod P(R). 
If A is not equal to P(R) then the group H’(G, V/A) is isomorphic to 
Hom(G, P(R)/A). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let R be a root system of type B,. Then we have 
H’(G, V/P(R))=F, and H’(G, V/Q(R))=Fz. More precisely a cocycle, 
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the class of which is a basis of H’(G, V/P(R)) over F,, is defined 
by 
c(s,) = a(cl + c2 + Ed) mod P(R) 
c(s2) = a(&, + e2 + J+) mod P(R) 
c(s3) = $6, mod P(R). 
The group H’(G, V/Q(R)) is isomorphic to the group Hom(G, P(R)/Q(R)). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let R be a root system of type Bq. Then we have 
H’(G, V/P(R)) = F: and H’(G, V/Q(R)) = Fi. More precisely two cocycfes, 
the classes of which form a basis of H’(G, V/P(R)) over F,, are defined by 
c(s,) = $E~ mod P(R) 
c(s2) = ;E, mod P(R) 
c(sJ) = &e2 mod P(R) 
c(sJ = 0 
and 
c’(s,) = f(~~ + c2 + c3 + Ed) mod P(R) 
c’(s,) = $(E, + c2 + Ed + L,) mod P(R) 
c’(s,) = a(&, + c2 + .sj + c4) mod P(R) 
c’(s,) = 0. 
The group H’(G, V/Q(R)) is isomorphic to Hom(G, P(R)/Q(R)). 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let R be a root system of type C, (f 2 3). Then we 
have H’(G, V/Q(R))=F, if I is even and H’(G, V/Q(R))=Fi if I is odd. 
More precisely a non-zero element of the group H’(G, V/Q(R)) is the class 
of the cocycle defined bql 
c(si) = -sl mod Q(R) for all i. 
Zfl is odd, a second vector of a basis of H’(G, V/Q(R)) over F, is the class 
of the cocycle defined by 
c’(s;) = 0 for all i< I 
c’(s,) = $(E~ + . . . + E,) mod Q(R). 
4RI’l4h.l-8 
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To prove the four last propositions if R is of type D4, B,, B4, C?, or C,, 
calculations are similar to those of the D, case, sometimes using the result 
of some previous case. 
Sketch of Proof of Proposition 3.5 if1 2 5. Denote by R’ the root system 
of type B, such that W( R’) = G and Q(R’) = P(R). The short exact 
sequence 
0 + P( R’)/Q( R) ---f V/Q(R) -+ V/P( R’) --* 0 
holds. As H’(G, V/P(R’)) = 0 (Theorem 2.6) this sequence gives rise 
in cohomology to an isomorphism from H’(G, V/Q(R)) onto 
H’(G, P(R’)/Q(R)). Denote by R” the root system of type Dt such that 
Q(R”)= Q(R) and P(R”)= P(R’). Let G” be W(R”). So the group 
H’(G, P(R’)/Q(R)) is exactly H’(G, P(R”)/Q(R”)). 
If 1 is even, it is easy to see that P(R”)/Q(R”) = Ind$ F, as a module 
over F,G. Then we conclude using Shapiro’s Lemma. 
If I is odd, we notice that the group G” is normal in G because it is of 
index 2. So we can use the following exact sequence: 
0- H’(G/G”, [P(R”)/Q(R”)]““= H’(G, P(R”)/Q(R”)) 
3 H’(G, P(R”)/Q(R”)). 
We prove that each extreme group is F, and the mapping Res is onto. 
Since all these groups are vector spaces over F,, the above exact sequence 
splits. 1 
We are now able to complete Table I (see Table III). 
To solve the classification problem, the only thing we have to do now is 
to describe the orbits of the group N(G, /i)/G in H’(G, V//1). It is clear that 
this action is trivial if the dimension of H’( G, I-‘/A) over F, is at most 1. 
On the other hand, Proposition 1.17 implies: 
LEMMA 3.6. (i) The group N(G, A)/G is trivial if R is of type B,, I> 3, 
or C,, 123. 
(ii) The group N(G, Q( R))/G is isomorphic to the group of graph 
automorphisms tf R is of type D,, I even and 12 4. 
(iii) The group N(G, P(R))/G ts isomorphic to the group of graph 
automorphisms tf R is of type D,. 
Since the two groups H’(G, V/Q(R)) and Hom(G, P(R)/Q(R)) are 
isomorphic if R is of type D,, 1 even and at least 4 (see Corollary 2.13 and 
Proposition 3.2), we can state: 
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TABLE III 
Type of R Inequivalent Lattices dim H’(G, V/A) 
A,,124 Q(R)+Zkm, 
k a divisor of I + 1 
&,I>3 Q(R) 
J’(R) 
C,,l>3 Q(R) 
D,,1=4orl 
oddand 
Q(R) 
Q(R) + Zm, 
P(R) 
D,, I even 
and126 
E6 
E7 
43 
F4 
Q(R) 
Q(R) + Zm, 
Q(R) + Zm, 
f’(R) 
Q(R) 
P(R) 
Q(R) 
P(R) 
Q(R) 
Q(R) 
Oifkisodd 
1 if k is even 
2 
I ifl=3 
2ifl=4 
Oifl>S 
1 if I is even 
2ifIisodd 
2ifl=4 
1 iflisodd 
1 
1 ifl=3 
2ifl=4 
Oifl>5 
2 
1 
1 
0 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let R be a root system of type D,, 1 even and at least 
4. There are 3 orbits of the group N(G, Q(R))/G in H’(G, V/Q(R)) if 13 6 
and only 2 if I= 4. These orbits are described as follows. 
Through the isomorphism Hom(G, P(R)/Q(R)) -+ H’(G, V/Q(R)) the 
action of the group N(G, Q(R))/G in H’(G, V/Q(R)) is identzfied with the 
action of the group of graph automorphisms in P( R)/Q( R). 
Here is the last proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let R be a root system of type D,. There are 2 orbits 
of the group N(G, P(R))/G in H’(G, V/P(R)). 
Sketch of ProoJ: Let R be the standard root system of type D,. Let c 
and c’ be the two cocycles in Z’(G, V/P(R)) according to Proposition 3.2. 
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Denote by [c] and [c’] their classes in H’(G, V/P(R)). Let u and u be the 
following generators of the group of graph automorphisms: 
-u fixes u,, rx2 and interchanges c(~ and a,; 
- v fixes uz, uq and interchanges u1 and uj. 
All calculations done, it follows that [cl” = [c’IU= [c] + [c’]. This 
completes the proof. 1 
We now complete Table III giving the number of orbits of the group 
N(G, n)/G in H’(G, V//i) (see Table IV). 
To end this paper, we are going to sum up explicit results in Table V as 
follows. 
We can read off the number n(/l, R) of conjugacy classes of crystallo- 
graphic groups, extension of G = W(R) by /i. 
TABLE IV 
Type of R Inequivalent Lattices dim H’(G, v/n) No. orbits 
A,, 124 
B,, 12 3 
c,,1>3 
D,,1=4orI 
oddand 
D,, I even 
and126 
E6 
E, 
ES 
F4 
Q(R) + Zkm, Oifkisodd 
k a divisor of I + 1 1 if k is even 
Q(R) 
f’(R) 
2 
I ifl=3 
2ifl=4 
Oif1>5 
Q(R) 
Q(R) 
Q(R) + Zm, 
P(R) 
Q(R) 
Q(R) + Zm, 
Q(R) + Zw, 
P(R) 
Q(R) 
f’(R) 
Q(R) 
f’(R) 
Q(R) 
Q(R) 
I if 1 is even 
2ifIisodd 
2ifl=4 
1 if[isodd 
1 ifl=3 
2if1=4 
Oif1>5 
2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
I 
0 
0 
0 
4 
2 
4 
1 
2 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
I 
3 
2 
2 
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TABLE V 
Type of R A MA, RI (11 > ..., I,) Parameters 
A,, 124 
B,, I> 3 
D,, I=4 
or I even 
and I > 3 
D,, I even 
and126 
A 1.h l,kodd 
2, k even 
CL, 4 
CCL, 2,1=3 
4,1=4 
I, 12 5 
FL, 4, I odd 
2, I even 
CL, 2 
CCL, 2,1=3 
2.1=4 
1,125 
FL, 2 
CL, 2 
CCL, 1 
FL, 3 
-Q, 2 
PC, 1 
p, 1 
Q, 2 
p, 1 
Q* 1 
CCL, 1 
1, = 0 
r,=U(E,-(l/(l+l)g!; 8,) 
l,=aC~=,E,,i<l 
f,=h~;=,E, 
t, = t, = a I:= , 6, 
1) = 2ae, 
I, = a+ + b x;= l E, 
t, = a&, f b x:f= 1 E, 
t, = ae2 + b x:=, E, 
r,=O 
I,=0 
t,=ae,,i<l 
t,=ac,+h~~=,E, 
t,=ae, 
l,=aZ:=, E, 
3 
i,=aEt 
1, = a x:=, 6, 
I, =o 
t,=aE, 
t, = t .x= 1 &, 
t,=ac, 
I,=0 
t,=o 
I, = a(2&, - 6, + es) 
1, =o 
l,=O 
I,=0 
aE {O, k/2} 
a6 (0, $1 
be (0, f} 
aE {O, a} 
aE{O, $1 
bE (0, a} 
aE {&I} 
be (0, $} 
aE {@I} 
aE (0, f) 
aE {O, $1 
aE (0, a} 
aE{O, 11 
aE (0, f} 
aE{O, 1) 
aE{O,l} 
aE (0, t} 
A representative 9 of each class is the subgroup of Z(V) spanned by n 
and the I afline maps defined by x +-+ S, . x + li for all i E { 1, . . . . 1}. 
We give the 1 vectors t,, . . . . t,. Different choices can depend on one or 
two parameters. 
We denote the lattices which appear in Table II as follows: 
-A,,,= 0::: Z(E~-E~+~)@Z(~E, -(k/(1+ l))CIL; e,), where k is a 
divisor of I+ 1; 
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- CL, = @ f= , ci; this is the cubic lattice; we have CL,= 
Q(Bd = P(C,); 
- CCL, = @f: i ai@ Zi xi= 1 si; this is the cubic centered lattice; we 
have CCL,=P(B,)=P(D,); 
-FL, = {Cf=, xici, X~E Z and Cf= i xi even}; this the centered-faces 
lattice if I is odd; we have FL, = Q( C,) = Q(D,); 
-s&=FL,+Z$~~=,E,; 
- Q6 (resp. P6) the lattice of roots (resp. of weight) of the system of 
type &; 
- Q, (resp. P,) the lattice of roots (resp. of weights) of the system of 
We ET. 
Recall (Table II) that the standard root systems of type B, and C, have 
the same Weyl group. So we can only consider type B,. 
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